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Abstract 

Credit card theft has increased as e-commerce has expanded. Banks are having a harder time identifying 

credit card fraud as a result of the industry's explosive growth. One of the most crucial tasks that machine 

learning performs in preventing credit card fraud is the identification of fraudulent purchases. Banks 

estimate these types of transactions using a range of machine learning techniques, building on historical 

data and adding special characteristics to boost prediction accuracy. The strategy for sampling the data set, 

the choice of variables, and the detection process are all crucial to the effectiveness of credit card fraud 

detection. The usefulness of decision trees, random forests, and logistic regression in identifying credit card 

fraud is examined in this study. A dataset of 2, 84,808 credit card transactions from a European bank 

collected using kaggle. It defines fraudulent transactions as "positive class" and valid purchases as 

"negative class," but the data set is considerably skewed, with just about 0.172% being fraudulent and the 

rest being legitimate because to the author's frame interpolation efforts, the dataset now contains 60% 

fraudulent and 40% valid transactions. The dataset is subjected to each of the three approaches, and the 

output code is written in the programming R. Several metrics, including as sensitivity, specificity, 

accuracy, and error rate, are utilized to analyze the efficacy of the approaches in relation to the 

aforementioned criteria. The accuracy of the logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest classifiers 

was 90.0, 94.3, and 95.5%, respectively. When evaluated to logistic regression and decision trees, the 

Random forest outperforms both. 

 

Introduction 

In order to make a transaction without paying or to withdraw money from an account without 

authorization, credit card fraud encompasses theft and fraud that is committed at the moment of payment 

using a credit card. Credit card fraud is frequently linked to identity theft. According to data released by the 

Federal Trade Commission in the United States, identity theft climbed by 21% in 2008 after being mostly 

steady throughout the middle of the millennium. 

Both the total number of ID theft incidents and the percentage of complaints involving credit card fraud 

decreased. In 2000, there were nearly 13 billion transactions per year, of which 10 million (or one in every 

1300) were fraudulent. Additionally, 5% of all active accounts each month were bogus (5 out of every 

10,000). Even though only one-twelfth of all transactions are currently monitored by fraud detection 

systems, the resulting losses amount to billions of dollars. Credit card fraud is one of the most serious 

threats that modern businesses face. To effectively resist the illusion, it is necessary to first understand its 

mechanisms. Credit card thieves use a variety of techniques. The unauthorized use of another person's 

credit card for financial gain while both the card's rightful owner and the card issuer are unaware of the 

transaction is a common definition of credit card fraud. Card fraud typically begins with the loss or theft of 

the card itself or of the card account number or other sensitive data associated with the account that must be 

made available to a merchant during a legal transaction. The data is recorded on a magnetic stripe on the 

back of the card in a machine-readable format, and the card number, which is frequently the Primary 

Account Number (PAN), is displayed on the front. Cardholder's name, Card number, Expiration Date, 

Verification/CVV code, and Card Type are required fields. Credit card fraud can also be committed in a 

variety of other ways. Con artists are very skilled and can act quickly. This article will assist in identifying 

Application Fraud, which occurs when a person knowingly provides inaccurate information when applying 
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for a credit card using the standard approach. Lost or stolen credit cards account for a large share of credit 

card theft. Aside from the traditional techniques of credit card fraud, more sophisticated fraudsters use 

skimming and tampering to steal money from unsuspecting victims. The magnetic strip on the back of the 

card or the information stored on the smart chip on the card can be copied from one card to another, 

providing the recipient access to the required information. 

 

Literature review 

The book by Rimpal R. Popat and Jayesh Chaudhary discusses They conducted a survey regarding the 

detection of credit card fraud, focusing on its three primary subfields: bank fraud, business fraud, and 

insurance fraud. They have prioritized the two primary methods of processing credit card transactions: I 

remotely (card not present) and ii in person. They have focused on techniques such as Regression, 

classification, Logistic regression, Support vector machine, Neural network, Artificial Immune system, K-

nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes, Genetic Algorithm, Data mining, Decision Tree, etc. They give a 

conceptual framework for six data mining approaches (classification, clustering, prediction, outlier 

detection, Regression, and visualization). The Artificial Immune System (AIS), Bayesian Belief Network 

(BBN), Neural Network (NN), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Tree, Self-

Organizing Map (SOM), and Hybrid Methods were among the various statistical and computational 

techniques covered (HM). All of the above-mentioned machine learning techniques, they reasoned, can 

deliver a high detection rate of accuracy, and businesses are eager to discover fresh ways to boost their 

earnings and cut expenses. Machine learning could be a viable alternative if you're seeking for a solution. 

Authors Mohamad Zamini 

Aiming to use auto encoder-based clustering for unsupervised fraud detection they have employed the auto 

encoder, which is an auto associator neural network, to reduce the dimensionality, extract the relevant 

features, and boost the network's learning performance. They trained their auto encoder-based clustering 

with the following parameters using a European dataset of 284,807 transactions, of which 0.17 percent 

were fraudulent. Three Hundred Iterations Cluster count = 2 When starting to cluster, k-means++ is the 

initialization to use. Acceptable level of divergence = 0.001 the model's learning rate is 0.01%. Epoch 

count = 200 the activation function is denoted by the symbols elu and Relu. Their context- free model 

design yielded a training loss of 0.024, a validation loss of 0.027, and a mean non- fraud data error of 75% 

less than the mean of reconstructive error, which was 25%. Regarding the model's predictions, the True 

positives equal 56,257, the false negatives equal 607, the False positives equal 18, the True negatives equal 

80, and the best preferred equals (56,257 + 80 = 56,337). A total of 56,337 out of a possible 284,807 

forecasts were accurate. 

ShiyangXuan was presented, and a comparison was done between two random forests. Forests constructed 

using a combination of random trees (CART) and randomization (random). While both systems classify 

transactions as normal or abnormal, their basis classifications and performance are different, therefore they 

employ separate random forest strategies to train the behaviour aspects of each. Using data from a Chinese 

e-commerce firm, they tested both systems. where the percentage of fraudulent transactions in the 

subgroups ranges from one to ten. As a result, the CART-based random forest achieves a 96.7% accuracy, 

whereas the random-tree-based random forest achieves just 91.96 percent. Many issues, such as uneven 

data, have arisen because of the use of the B2C dataset. As a result, the algorithm can be enhanced. 

These machine learning algorithms for detecting credit card fraud were proposed by author 

DejanVarmedja, who also conducted the research necessary to get these conclusions. Logistic Regression, 

Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Multilayer Perceptron are some of the many machine learning 

techniques available. To achieve the best results, we employ an artificial neural network (ANN) called a 

multilayer perception, which consists of four hidden layers, a relu activation function (to prevent the usage 

of negative values), and an optimizer called Adam. Therefore, the Logistic regression accuracy score is 

97.46%, with 56962 samples and 98 fraud transactions making up the data set. Accuracy scores of 99.23% 

and 99.96% are achieved by Naive Bayes and Random Forest, respectively, on the same dataset. The final 

ANN accuracy was 99.93%, and it was found that random forest provides the greatest outcome when it 
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comes to detecting credit card fraud. 

Authors Changjun Jiang proposed a new four-stage approach to fraud detection. The first stage involves 

using historical transaction data to divide transactions into clusters of similar behavior. The authors then 

developed a sliding window strategy to aggregate transactions. This algorithm is used to characterize a 

cardholder's behavioral pattern. Behavior patterns and responsibilities are finally sorted out and classified. 

Therefore, when compared to other methods, their approach, which combines Logistic Regression with raw 

data (RawLR), Random Forest with aggregation data (AggRF), and a feedback mechanism with 

aggregation data (AggRF +FB), achieves 80% accuracy. 

. 

Methodology 

Keeping up with the Modeling and pattern of illicit transactions is getting harder as technology evolves. 

This labor-intensive method of detecting credit card fraud can now be automated, thanks to advancements 

in machine learning, artificial intelligence, and other related areas of information technology. In this 

research, the provided methods are applied to the problem of credit card fraud detection. Machine learning 

techniques like Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, SVM, and the K-Near 

classifier are compared to find the most effective one for detecting fraudulent credit card purchases. 

 
 

Fig. 1 proposed architecture 

Simply said, it's predicated on a Machine Learning model that could boost the efficiency of specialized 

computer vision programmers. The proposed method is grounded in particular configurations of the 

Machine Learning model, as shown in Figure 1. 

(HDP-MLT) utilizes an input dataset to generate a set of prediction models in a pipeline format. At a ratio 

of 80:20, it separates the dataset into training and testing data. After then, a number of ML models are 

cycled through in an iterative process to spot signs of transaction fraud. Various indicators are used to 

compare the effectiveness of the various models. Accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score are all 

calculated using the model-specific confusion matrices. The method returns both the results of the fraud 

detection and performance statistics. 

 Performance Evaluation Metrics 

In many ML-based situations, the confusion matrix serves as the foundation for creating metrics used to 

evaluate performance. Many works, including [2], [3], [7], and [10], investigate the usefulness of the 

confusion matrix. There are two examples where the predictions are accurate (TP and TN) and two 

examples where the forecasts are off (FP and FN). 
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix model 

Figure 3 shows how the performance metrics are derived by applying the confusion matrix to a variety of 

scenarios. The metrics for success are given in Equations (4)–(6). (7). 

 

 
The values of these indicators range from 0 to 1, with 0 being the worst potential performance and 1 the 

best. When talking about values, higher means better. 

Dataset description 

This dataset represents hypothetical charges made to credit cards between January 1, 2019, and December 

31, 2020, and may include both genuine and fraudulent charges. It protects the credit card accounts of one 

thousand people who shop at a select group of 800 stores. Using Brandon Harris's Sparkov Data Generation 

| Github tool, we generated this. The time span of this simulation was from January 1, 2019, to December 

31, 2020. Together, the files were transformed into a universal standard. 

Card numbers and other sensitive information were hashed because of a confidentiality agreement between 

the bank and the paper's authors. As a result of the discrepancy between the number of honest dealings and 

the number of scams, the overall data set had an extremely asymmetrical distribution. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using AI for detecting fraudulent activity is a hot issue right now. An algorithm designed to detect credit 

card fraud looks for specific types of suspicious activity by comparing them to known fraud patterns. There 

are three distinct categories of machine learning, although the supervised and hybrid methods are best 

suited to detecting fraudulent activity. Here, we take a look at some of the latest developments in credit 

card fraud detection algorithms and compare them to some of the established methods of classification. 

 
Fig 4. Comparison table for performance of models 
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As shown in Figure 3, ML is utilized for the identification of credit card fraud. The accuracy of various 

models is compared to that of other employed models. There is significant performance improvement when 

recommended method is applied. Each method exhibited an increased F1-score compared to the models 

utilized in conventional methods. 

 

 Confusion matrix of proposed algorithms 

  
 Fig.5.Confusion matrix of Logistic regression 

 
Fig.6.Confusion matrix of SVC 

 
Fig.7.Confusion matrix of Decision Tree 

 
Fig.8.Confusion matrix of Random Forest 
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Fig.9.Confusion matrix of native bayes 

 
Fig.10.Confusion matrix of KNN 

 

A confusion matrix, which is depicted in the graphics above, is a table used to characterize the 

performance of a classification method. A confusion matrix is a graphical representation and summary of 

the performance of a classification algorithm. The confusion matrix consists of four fundamental properties 

(numbers) utilized to define the classifier's measuring metrics. These four digits represent: 

TP (True Positive): TP indicates the number of transactions who have been correctly identified as having 

malignant lymph nodes, indicating that they have the illness. 

TN (True Negative): TN indicates the number of accurately identified healthy patients. FP (False Positive): 

FP is the number of incorrectly transactions who are truly healthy. FP is referred to as a Type I error. 

4. FN (False Negative): FN shows the number of patients misclassified as healthy although actually they 

are suffering from the disease. FN is also known as a Type II mistake. 

Performance measures of an algorithm are accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score, which are 

determined on the basis of the above-stated TP, TN, FP, and FN. 

 

Conclusion 

We have achieved an accuracy score of 94.79 by using our improved Decision tree algorithm to tackle the 

issue of credit card fraud detection. In comparison to findings acquired using the existing modules, the 

suggested module may be applied to a larger dataset and generates results that are more trustworthy. The 

Random forest method performs better with additional training data, but it still falls short in testing and real 

application. Additionally, it might be beneficial to apply more pre-processing techniques. 

. 
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